Home of the Highest Quality
Products at the Lowest Prices!

#1 On Line Retailer of
Decorative Tin Ceiling & Wall
Tiles in the World

No Frills! No Gimmicks!
Just TOP Quality
Tin Ceilings Panels
Cornices & Accessories.
Shanko Metal Ceilings & Walls Inc.
Decorative Metal Walls & Ceilings
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
sales@shanko.com

Our Mission
With the desire to remove all
prejudices against other
manufacturing companies of tin
ceilings, where artistic harmony,
unity of design, and quality of
manufacturing were sacrificed or
unknown, Shanko Metal Ceiling &
Walls Inc. has created a line of
decorative ceiling and wall tiles
which we trust will be appreciated
by all lovers of superior building
products.
Our tiles can be compared to
Ornamental art and are varied in
composition and style. Our designs
combine artistic harmony,
mechanical excellence,
serviceability and are thoroughly
characteristic of their respective
periods. The dies used in their
manufacture are of the highest
quality.
We solicit your careful inspection
of our products, whether they be in
the steel finish, powder coated, or
hand faux painted.
The increasing demand for metal
ceiling and wall tiles and the wide
range in which they are being
successfully applied, is rapidly
demonstrating their recognized
position among the staple building
products of today.
We shall be pleased to answer any
questions you may have regarding
our products or the installation of
them as well. Our aim is to place
metal ceilings as the number one
choice for ceiling design
Thank you
Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc.
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Accessories
Clips
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234 (Checkers)

3” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
(Shipping Weight: 2lbs
234 (Checkers) is a elegant tin ceiling pattern. Full of
fun and simplicity, Checkers will work well in many
interior decorating designs.
This is a 3" repeat pattern.

235 (Pebble, filler)

3” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
235 (Pebble) is primarily used in conjunction with
another tile to form a boarder around a perimeter of the
room. Pebble will act as a "Frame" around your main
design and is perfect for irregular shaped surfaces.
This is a randomized design.

574 (Fleur)

3” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
574 (Fleur) is another filler style pattern adding depth
and detail to any ceiling project
This is a 3" repeat pattern.

606 (Ribbon)

3” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
606 (Ribbon) is a beautiful pattern that was very
popular with store front owners at the turn of the
century. Walk along the streets of downtown New York
City and you will see the original tiles still in place.
This is a 3" repeat pattern.

200 (Rosebud)

6” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 200 (Rosebud) design is a playful blend of soft
curves and straight lines. Your eyes move between the
positive and negative spaces created by patterns.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

201 (Beignet-Little Pillow)

6” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
201 (Beignet - Little Pillow) is a new pattern that will
bring a sense of style to any room in the house.
This a 6" repeat pattern.

203 (Clover)

6” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
203 (Clover) is one of our new patterns. It will give a
natural feel to any design project.
This a 6" repeat pattern.

204 (Square-6)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
204 (Square-6) is one of our more popular sellers. It
will give your room a quiet elegance that captivates
your attention.
This a 6" repeat pattern.

205 (Weave)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
205 (Weave) is geometric in design, yet beautiful when
applied. It will give your room an intricate arrangement
of captivating patterns.
The is a 6" repeat pattern.

207 (Diamond)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
207 (Diamond) design will give your living area that
touch of finess. Geometric in design, yet artfully
applied.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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208 (Laurel)

6” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
208 (Laurel) is another elegant choice for backsplashes
and smaller ceilings. It combines the floral look of more
larger patterns with the geometric simplicity of square
designs.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.

209 (Small Floral)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 209 (Small Floral) pattern combines a beautiful
balance of nature and symmetry.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.

210 (Barbury Coast)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $$10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
210 (Barbury Coast) is refined yet playful and will add
character to any interior design project you have.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.

211 (Orchid)

6” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
211 (Orchard)’s pattern design will add a subtle hint of
nature to your decor.
This a 6" repeat pattern.

215 (Geometric)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Is it a 6" pattern or a 12" pattern? You decide for
yourself. This contemporary pattern forms multiple
designs when installed.
This a 12" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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300 (Dumont)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
300 (Dumont) is one of our new patterns. Playful yet a
sophisticated design that will add life to any project you
are working on.
This a 12" repeat pattern.

301 (Jubilee)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
301 (Jubilee)'s design is an explosion of detail and
symmetry.
This is a 12” repeat pattern.

302 (Lilac)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
302 (Lilac)'s design is a soft harmonious balance
between imagery and open space. Bringing a sense of
calm to any product.
This a 12” repeat pattern.

303 (Deco)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
303 (Deco) will give your design project a feeling of the
roaring Twenties.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

304 (Soho)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 304 (Soho) pattern has a fluid urban styling of
curves blended with organic space. The geometric
diamond and loops encompassing a floral motif will
give any room new styling with classic beauty in one
pattern. The is a 12" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

305 (Holland)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 305 (Holland) patterned tin ceiling tiles is a
beautiful example of optical elegance at its finest. You
will enjoy the energy this design creates when installed
on a ceiling or as a wall accent.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

307 (Large Diamond)

12” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
307 (Large Diamond) is a sister pattern to 6" Diamond.
Large Diamond will bring finesse & style to any decor.
This a 12" repeat pattern.

309 (Large Floral)

12” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 309 (Floral) pattern combines a beautiful balance of
nature and symmetry. Giving you the ability to combine
this design with a wide range of interiors.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

310 (Small Hammered)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 315 (Small Hammered) is a simple geometric pattern
which creates a textured grid on ceilings without being
too busy. A great choice with solid color finishes, this
design adds subtle texture to large or small ceilings.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

312 (Lancelot)

12” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
312 (Lancelot) is a free following Fluer-de-lis flower
design in a 12" repeating pattern.
This a 12" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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314 (Santa Fe)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
314 (Santa Fe) is a captivating design with a
Southwestern influence. Perfect in earth tones or bright
colors, it will lend an exotic touch to a warm well-lit
space.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

315 (Regancy)

12” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
315 (Regancy) pays homage to native american design.
Bold yet uniquely balanced between geometric cues and
what appears to be wings of an eagle. A sense of clouds
and birds in flite.
This a 12" repeat pattern.

320 (Square-12)

12” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
320 (Square-12) is traditional in design, yet beautiful
when applied. It will give your room a quiet elegance
that captivates your attention.
The is a 12" repeat pattern.

321 (Victoriana)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 321 (Victoriana) is a classical revival of elegance
and style. A sophisticated blend of structure and
beauty.
This is a 12" repeat pattern.

335 (Butterfly)

12” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2' x2'
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 335 (Butterfly) pattern is an idealized nature
pattern that will bring a breath of fresh air to your
homes interior.
This is a 6" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

306 (Poppy)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
A new additions to our product line, 306 (Poppy)
patterned tin ceiling tiles are organic and earthy in
design with silhouettes of followers and pedals.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

311 (Oculus)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
300 (Oculus) Pattern brings a symmetry to a project by
creating a play of geometric shapes within shapes.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

500 (Majestic)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 500 (Majestic) design with its ornate handling of
details demands your attention. Beautifully crafted this
design brings flair to any interior.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

501 (Royal)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our new 501 (Royal) design is one of our most ornate
yet. With its floral motifs, beads, and ribbons, this
design is sure to add an opulent flair to any interior.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

502 (Regal)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 502 (Regal) design combines traditional and classic
design elements that will bring a timeless sense of
sophistication and class to any interior.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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503 (Medallion)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 503 (Medallion) design is a careful balance of
natural elements with a regal touch.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

504 (Cambridge)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 504 (Cambridge) pattern exhibits a quiet
sophistication in design. A gentle blend of geometric
form with natural elements, this design is well loved by
professional designers and home remodelers alike.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

505 (Square 24)

24” Ceiling Pattern

506 (Larkspur)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
505 (Square-24) is traditional in design, yet beautiful
when applied. It will give your room a quiet elegance
that captivates your attention.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
506 (Larkspur)’s design invites the rhythms of nature
into any room. With natural patterns in each corner
opening up towards the center, attention is drawn to a
vivacious flower caught in the middle of its bursting
seasonal bloom. This is a 24" repeat pattern.

507 (Sunburst)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 507 (Sunburst) design will light up any room with
flair and taste.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com
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508 (Classic Coffer - Recessed Tile)

Unit Price: $10.65
24” Ceiling Pattern
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 508 (Classic Coffer) pattern is a recessed tile. The
design actually is "recessed" into the tile surface.
Elegant in its simplistic
Recessed Tile Profile
beauty This is a 24"
repeat pattern.

509 (Cosmopolitan)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 509 (Cosmopolitan) tin ceiling pattern is a fine
blend of distinctive geometric forms with a
sophisticated random pattern. Giving the observer a
playful switch between the two.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

511 (Rhodes)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
511 (Rhodes) Tiles will add that extra level of class to
any decor. Refined yet beautiful, Rhodes design is a
sophisticated pattern.
This a 24" repeat pattern.

512 (Renaissance)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
With detail balanced with symmetry, a sense of power &
beauty will be displayed with our 512 (Renaissance)
pattern.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

515 (Musical)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
If you could see music, it may just resemble our 515
(Musical) tile design. Add Musical Tiles to any room in
the house.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com
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517 (Rectangles)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
517 (Rectangles) is a subtle geometric ceiling pattern
with hints of Art Deco influence. This pattern creates
depth and intriguing diagonal lines when used over a
large area.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

518 (Deep Coffer - Recessed Tile)

Unit Price: $10.65
24” Ceiling Pattern
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 518 (Deep Coffer) pattern is a recessed tile. The
design actually is "recessed" into the tile surface.
Beautifully crafted to give a touch of class to any design
Project. This is a 24"
Recessed Tile Profile
repeat pattern.

520 (Bourbon)

24” Ceiling Pattern

523 (Waldorf)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
520 (Bourbon) introduces any space with a burst of
regal fanfare. Adorned in refined detail, this Shanko
Metal Ceiling & Walls original manifests a hint of the
rich and smoky aura of Bourbon in a simple yet elegant
design. This is a 24" repeat pattern.

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
523 (Waldorf) Tiles have a playful yet elegant design
that will add a touch of sophistication to any home
decor.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

525 (Dome)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 525 (Dome) design is a wonderful classical play of
form verses function. Beautiful with an easy on the eye
design.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.
http://www.shanko.com
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528 (Greek Coffer)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
The coffered style of 528 (Greek Coffer) tin ceiling tiles
are dramatic and powerful.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

535 (Large Butterfly)

24” Ceiling Pattern
Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 535 (Butterfly) pattern is an idealized nature
pattern that will bring a breath of fresh air to your
homes interior.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

540 (Gael)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
540 (Gael)’s style and design is a playful combination of
texture & form. A classic design with a pebbled texture
interior. Lively and sophisticated at the same time.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

5000 (Diamond Plate)

24” Ceiling Pattern

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 2’ x 2’ (2’ x 4’ available call 1.800.570.0592)
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
5000 (Diamond Plate) will create pleasant numerous
designs as light reflects off of this design.
This is a 24" repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com
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Perforated Acoustical Ceiling Tiles
for both Lay-in and Nailup Tiles
Now all Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls ceiling tiles are available with
WhisperTech® acoustic dampening technology, providing the best in
noise reduction for your home and office.

Get the Best of Both, Style & Comfort!
It's hard to believe a tin ceiling tile
can have sound dampening
abilities, but now our entire line
can be purchased with acoustic
dampening technology.
Apply our Micro-perforated
Tin Ceiling Tiles with padding &
reduce room noise up to 85%!
• Available in all Tin Ceiling Patterns & Finishes
• Fits both Nail up & Lay-in Applications
• Micro-perforated Tin Ceiling Tiles are
Class A – One Hour fire rating

Specifications:
TYP Hole Size: 0.028” (0.7mm)
Distance: 0.207” on straight centers
NRC: 0.25 tile only, 0.85 tile backed
with Acoustical Pad
Tolerance: +/- 1/64 on length & width

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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700
(Empire)
Unit Price:
$8.10
Shipping
Weight: 2lbs

Size: 9" Deep x 9" Projection x 48" Long
700 (Empire)'s cornice design commands attention and will
complete any project with confidence. This is a repeat pattern.

705
(Liberty)
Unit Price:
$9.50
Shipping
Weight: 2lbs
Size: 6 3/4" Deep x 4" Projection x 48" Long
Our 705 (Liberty) cornice will add the final touch to your new
interior. This is a repeat pattern.

706
(Corinthian)
Unit Price:
$17.50
Shipping
Weight: 2lbs
Our 706
(Corinthian)
cornice is a bold
and majestic
design which
adds the final
statement to
your project.
This is a repeat
Size: 14" Deep x 9" Projection x 48" Long
pattern.

http://www.shanko.com
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707 (Magnolia)

Unit Price: $11.50
Size: 9" Deep x 6 1/4" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern
Our 707 (Magnolia) cornice will add the final details to any ceiling project.

800 (Girder)

Unit Price: $8.75
Size: 1 1/2" Deep x 1 1/2” Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
800 (Girder) is perfect for finishing edges.This a repeat pattern.

801 (Lattice)

Unit Price: $8.75
Size: 3 5/8” deep 2 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
801 (Lattice) cornice is a quiet touch of class. This is a repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com
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802 (Egg & Dart Large)

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 4 1/3" Deep x 3 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 802 (Egg & Dart Large) cornice will blend your new ceiling and walls together
nicely and add the final touch of class. This is a repeat pattern.

803 (Egg & Dart Medium)

Unit Price: $10.65
Size: 3 1/3" Deep x 2 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our medium size 803 (Egg & Dart Medium) cornice may be just what you need to
finish off your project. This a repeat pattern.

804 (Embriodered)

Unit Price: $8.75
Size: 4 1/2" Deep x 4" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
804 (Embroidered) is a great cornice to finish off you new Tin ceiling porject.
This is a repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com
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806 (Archway)

Size: 9 1/4" Deep x 6" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $11.50
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern
With a repeating pattern of a comfortable design this cornice will
accent any Tin Ceiling project you are working on.

807 (Architectural)

Size: 13 1/4" Deep x 9 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $17.50
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern
One of the all-time classic design, a beautiful floral and geometric combination.

808 (Jasmine)

Size: 11 1/4" Deep x 8 3/4" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $14.80
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern
Our 808 (Jasmine) cornice adds the final details to your new design project.
http://www.shanko.com
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810 (Egg & Dart Small)

Unit Price: $8.10
Size: 2 5/8" Deep x 2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 810 (Egg & Dart Small) cornice will blend your new ceiling and walls together
nicely and add the final touch of class. This a repeat pattern.

900 (Royalton)

Unit Price: $17.50
Size: 6 3/8" Deep x 6 3/8" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 900 (Royalton) cornice will add a classic finishing touch to your project.
This is a repeat pattern.

901 (Buckingham)

Unit Price: $17.50
Size: 13 1/2" Deep x 13 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern
Traditional and regal, this classic authentic cornice design makes for a
breathtaking installation.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

903 (Rope)

Unit Price: $8.75
Size: 3 1/2” Deep x 2 1/2" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
903 (Rope) cornice adds the final touch to any ceiling project. This is a repeat
pattern.

904 (Modern)

Unit Price: $11.50
Size: 9" Deep x 6" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This a repeat pattern.
Our 904 (Modern) cornice will add the final touch to your design.

905 (Maple Leaf)

Unit Price: $9.50
Size: 7 1/4" Deep x 4" Projection x 48" Long
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
Our 905 (Maple Leaf) cornice will add a touch of flare to your new interior.
This is a repeat pattern.

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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906 (Gothic)

Size: 9 1/4" Deep x 6" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $11.50
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern.
Our 906 (Gothic) cornice will add the final details to any ceiling project.

907 (Floral)

Size: 15 5/8" Deep x 9" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $17.50
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern.
Our 907 (Floral) cornice adds its own unique style & design to any ceiling pattern.

909 (Satfire)

Size: 3 1/2” Deep 3" Projection x 48" Long
Unit Price: $8.75
Shipping Weight: 2lbs
This is a repeat pattern.
909 (Stafire)'s cornice design is both pleasing and capativating in its geometric &
angular styling.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

Package 1 (3 Tiles & 2 Cornices)
Unit Price: $10.00

This is a great way to help you make up your mind as to
which combination of Tile and Cornice will work best
for your interior design project.
This package includes 3 tile patterns and 2 cornice
patterns cut to 12" pieces.

Package 2 (5 Tiles)
Unit Price: $10.00

This is a great way to help you make up your mind as to
which Tile will work best for your interior design
project.

Package 3 (5 Finishes)
Unit Price: $10.00

This is a great way to help you make up your mind as to
which finish will work best for your interior design
project.
This package includes 5 finishes on 6" square pieces.

Package 4 (5 Tiles, Cornices or Finishes)
Unit Price: $10.00

This is a great way to help you make up your mind as to
which finish will work best for your interior design
project.
This package includes a combination of 5 tiles, cornices
and finish cut to 12" pieces.

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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Accessories
Hold Down Clips

Unit Price: $39.95
Size: 125 pc.
Shipping Weight: 5lbs
Hold down clips, box of 125 pieces.
Covers 200 square feet

Conehead Nails

Unit Price: $10.65
Shipping Weight: 1lbs

These nails are available in:
steel, white, brass, copper and stainless steel
Size: 1 1/4"
(1 lb. box covers approximately 45 sheets or 25 pieces of cornice)

Face Plates

If you are using our tiles on a wall in addition to your ceiling, we have a full line of Face
Plates we can customize to the finish of your choice. Unit Price: $10.65

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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Available Finishes
NEW! Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc. is excited to be the only “on line” Retailer
to offer coordinating grid for lay in tiles. Whether you are considering using
Powder coated or Vintage Hand Painted, Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc. can
match your 23 3/4 x 23 3/4 lay in tiles to 15/16” grid. Please call us toll free
1.800.570.0592 or email us at sales@shanko.com for details. *minimum of 400
sq.ft. required*
Now All Cornices as well as all Ceiling Tiles are available in EVERY finish.

Unfinished Steel

Raw steel tiles are for the customer
who wants to treat the tiles themselves.
We recommend applying either paint or
clear polyurethane/clear lacquer to
prevent oxidation and or rusting.

Unfinished Steel

http://www.shanko.com

Clear Lacquer

Our Clear Lacquer coating will protect
your new tin ceiling tiles while
remaining practically invisible.

Clear Lacquer

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

Powder Coated*

Powder coating is the process of coating the tiles with a powder that is applied
using electrostatic or compressed air. The tiles are then passed through an oven
where the finish is "Baked On". This produces a smooth durable finish that is
extremely resistant to scratches, cracking, peeling or rust. It is one of the most
durable painting methods available.

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

Powder Coated continued

http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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Powder Coated continued

10 Piece minimum order for powder coated colors
(excluding White and Clear Lacquer).
For orders under 10 pieces, (excluding White and Clear Lacquer)
Please call 1-800-570-0592 to have your order processed.
No minimum on White and Clear.
http://www.shanko.com

1-800-570-0592
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Vintage Hand Painted Antiques

Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc. employs master craftsmen with over 40 years
experience in the hand painting/custom finishing field. They have created an
exclusive line of Vintage colors in both solid and antique versions. These are the
highest quality hand painted finishes available on the market today.

http://www.shanko.com
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Vintage Hand Painted Antiques continued
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Vintage Hand Painted Antiques continued
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Vintage Hand Painted Antiques continued
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Decorative Wall Mount Tiles
Decorative and functional artistic flourishes for home and business.

NEW from Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc. !
We are introducing a limited selection of gorgeous decorative tiles designed to enhance
the walls of your home or business with beauty and functionality. We are making two of our
most popular styles available with an exciting attribute that is unique to the industry:
premium chalkboard slate centers, designed to frame and draw attention to the information
written upon them. As these tiles are meant to be mounted on the wall, they also come with a
timelessly beautiful frame. We are also offering a third style without the chalkboard center,
but including the attractive frame. Order yours today!

Chalkboard Series
Our chalkboard series of decorative wall mount tiles features two
of our most beloved styles: Cosmopolitan and Musical.
Cosmopolitan is available in 3 finishes with a chalkboard center:
Antique Steel Rust, Antique Cream, and Antique Copper Patina.
Musical is available in Antique Steel Rust and Antique Cream.
All finishes of both styles come with a stylish frame
to enhance their presence on your walls.
What can you do with a wall-mounted chalkboard
framed by a beautiful Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls
Inc. finished pattern?
• Display the specials of the day for your store,
boutique, or restaurant
• Draw attention to sales or other
customer-relevant information
• Leave notes or pictures for your family
and friends, or start a chore chart
... the list goes on! The applications are
only limited by your imagination.

Musical
Chalkboard

Cosmopolitan Chalkboard

Decorative Wall Mounts: Artistic Series
Like the idea of a wall mounted Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc.
centerpiece, but don't have
any use for a chalkboard center? Want to compliment your
chalkboard tile with other beautiful wall mounted tiles?
Now, from Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc., you can
purchase one of our favorite styles of authentic tin tile
in 3 classical and attention-grabbing finishes. Our
Renaissance tile is now available framed in 3 artisinal
finishes: oil rubbed bronze, antique white gold
(pictured), and antique cream. Don't hesitate to adorn
your walls with these beautiful tiles - order today!
Tiles are 24" framed
Ship weight: 10 lbs. per tile
One Tile shipped per box
http://www.shanko.com

Renaissnace
Antique
Cream

Renaissnace Antique Oiled Rubbed
1-800-570-0592

sales@shanko.com

Shanko Metal Ceiling & Walls Inc.
Decorative Metal Walls & Ceilings
http://www.shanko.com
1-800-570-0592
sales@shanko.com

